even if they would in their practice. And secondly, at least two historians have tried to nuance twentieth century associations with Russia as a sexless society (Carleton, 2005; Healy, 2001) . In this contribution, the author reiterates the sexless imagery.
Just like other authors in this volume, Paxson criticizes the adagio of early twentieth century sexologists''per scientiam ad verecundiam''(science brings truth) that resonates in the assumptions of health care workers and sex educators. The Family Planning Association of Greece (FPAG), which tried to persuade Greek women to use contraceptives instead of resorting to abortion is a convincing case in point.''Truth''and making rational choices do not always matter where sexuality is concerned. Although this Association made contraceptives far more accessible than they had been, Greek abortion rates kept on exceeding live birth rates. Paxson's main point is that whereas contraceptives were experienced as liberating for women in other countries, in Greece the contraceptives and their corresponding ethics of''well-being''only complicated the lives of Greek women.
Parikh shows how Ugandan anti-AIDS campaigns are read ''queerly'' by Ugandan youth. Parikh analyzes the change in information channels for the Ugandan youth due to medicalization processes of sexuality by health care workers, the commercialization of sexual pleasure. Parikh shows how these processes affect the conceptions of their sexual selves. Just as Butt in the Indonesian case (see below) and Paxson in the Greek case, Parikh shows how (inter)national sex education ''involves more than 'facts' replacing misconceptions'' (p. 58) about sexuality. Still, Parikh's normative conclusion that sex education in the future should not estrange parents from their children comes across as rather odd for the scientific endeavour this volume attempts to be.
In her contribution, Butt analyzes the ''runaway wife problem'' in Highlands Papua as the effect of changes in reproduction and sexuality practices. Just like in the Tibetan case (see below), a foreign state imposes values and norms upon a group of people, in this case of the Dani's. Convincingly, Butt shows how (racist) commonsense opinions pervade Indonesian family planning policies. Butt analyzes how Indonesian outreach workers of regional family planning offices mould sexual subjectivities with their policy practices. She also shows how sex is used to forge (racist) classifications between groups of people.
Dell explores how VCR-technology-with the VCR being symbolic for middle class prosperity-and the flooding of the Indian market with Western pornographic ''blue'' movies challenges the colonial Indian binary between respectable wives and prostitutes. Dell shows how this colonial imagery worked in the postcolonial Indian sex industry. She concludes that the opening of the Indian market and the influx of Western pornography threatened fixed gendered identities. At the bottom of the hierarchy of the postcolonial sex industry are those who are willing to perform non-Indian sex acts. These women are seen as untouchables by colleagues who do it Indian style. Although Dell explores an interesting terrain, she fails to properly contextualize the Indian commercial sex market. Without information about the proportion of Indian and non-Indian women working in the sex industry, it is hard to fully understand the dynamics between the ''virtuous'' Indian prostitutes and the Indian prostitutes participating in foreign sex acts. Further, while probing the relationship among power, colonization, and sexual identity formation to explain postcolonial responses towards Western pornography, Dell overlooks one of the most fascinating processes in her endeavour. The British colonial empire created a moral hierarchy between British and Indian women. Why, in turn, did the Indian people make a division among its own women, between wives and prostitutes, if the national identity was saturated with a sexual one and foreign sex was seen as immoral?
The Tibetan chapter is a case in point where cultural clashes are concerned. The Tibetan ''sexual revolution'' of the 1960s was juxtaposed to those in Western societies. Instead of a bottom-up process, the Chinese imposed sexual practices and sexual moral top-down with the Cultural Revolution in Tibet. As celibacy changed from one of the highest ideals into a counterrevolutionary act, this new''morality''even involved the raping of resistant Tibetan nuns. As Adams elaborately shows, Tibetan sex became dissociated from religion and primarily conflated with reproduction and fertility rates.
Nguyen explores how confessional technologies brought in by NGO's combating HIV and AIDS changed Francophone West African homosocial spheres. Whereas beforehand homosexual acts and the playing with gendered norms were (partly economic) practices, the confessional technologies of workshops on sexual transmittable diseases changed these practices into forms of gayness. Nguyen concludes that discursive practices, such as narratives of''coming out,''cannot be isolated from individual experiences of sexual selves. Remarkably, this conclusion underwrites the claim of Western sexologists throughout the first part of the twentieth century that as long as one discursively practices long enough one can eventually lead a''normal''heterosexual life.
The contribution by Cohen on the Indian concept ''kothi,'' a feminized identity in the community of men who have sex with men (MSM), tries to show how''AIDS cosmopolitanism''influences the meanings of sexual or gendered classifications. He shows that the Western gay/straight binary is inadequate for understanding the Indian classifications concerning the relation between sexual practices and concepts of self. He shows how the term''kothi''became an important denomination within this realm from the 1990s onwards, whereas this concept had been virtually non-existent during his pre-1990s years of research in Indian regions. What is remarkable about this otherwise meticulous approach of Indian semantics is that the concept''woman'' apparently is a black box understood as ''repeatedly enact [ing] a desire to be penetrated by a real man'' (p. 271).
This volume is an interesting read for social scientists, social historians, and health care workers. By bringing such richly documented case studies together, it inspires researchers who study sexuality to reflect upon how exactly sexuality is constituted in their time and place. Still, I will finish up by making one general critical comment. Although''science''and''sexuality'' are thoroughly analyzed and contextualized, unfortunately ''morality'' remains a container concept throughout all of the contributions. Nonetheless, this volume is a must for those who want to know why sexually transmitted diseases are profitable in Indonesia, why Tibetan women posted their menstrual cycles on communal bulletin boards, what ''Number 2'' and ''Number 3'' stand for in Indian red light districts, what economic bisexuality entails, and why the gay/straight binary cannot adequately describe sexual practices in India.
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